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Tragedy Defined
 Hardin’s “Tragedy of the Commons” is so well recognized that is used 

to teach  fundamental principles concerning natural resource 
management at many major universities

 In Garrett Hardin’s seminal work of 1968 he used the word “tragedy” 
not to imply unhappiness but rather the solemn unfeeling workings of 
law and policy

 He noted there is no doubt however that the outcome may be sad to 
some while acceptable to others.



Tragedy Defined

 People in America  generally feel that technology will 
solve this problem by expanding the resources people 
desire or at least increasing access to remote resources



William Foster Lloyd’s 
story of the herdsman

 Historically, the herdsman and his cattle were kept in check by 
disease, war and other social and natural disturbances for centuries.  
Eventually, social and environmental stability occurred and each 
herdsman tried to maximize his gain by expanding his herd.

 Calculation of utility done by each herdsman

– Each new animal has positive value to him

– Each new animal has a negative component shared by the 
community of herdsmen



William Foster Lloyd’s 
story of the herdsman

 The rational conclusion by each herdsman is that he can gain more 
than he will lose.  As a result of additional herdsmen and livestock, 
ruin becomes inevitable.

 “That which is common to the most people has the least care bestowed 
upon it”

– Aristotle 4th Century BC



Relation of the ”Tragedy Of the Commons” to 
AZ Water Policy and the San Pedro River

 The tragedy or “solemn unfeeling workings of law and policy” are revealed 
if one really looks deeply into the state water law 

 American frontiersman’s mindset
• resources are unlimited/infinite for the taking

 This fostered the creation of many of our natural resource laws and policies
 These laws and policies were not amended until the crisis of limited supply 

stimulated a response from social institutions based on western custom
 Various crises in the past have not caused sufficient change in our water 

regulatory institutions to protect surface water
 



AZ Water Law
(a brief summary}

 Arizona water law is “bifurcated” 

 Divided into ground water law and surface water law

   Arizona surface water law is based on the Appropriation Doctrines 
axiom “first in time, first in right”. 

– Oldest rights are “senior” to newer rights which are referred to 
as “junior.’

– Surface rights have priority over wells



AZ Water Law
(a brief summary}

 Percolating ground water  belongs to the land owner and is regulated 
by the common law Doctrine of Reasonable use

 Groundwater differs from surface water 

• No priority rights &  no limit on number of users in an 
area

• All ground water is of the percolating  type unless proven 
otherwise (expensive proposition)

• “Under ground streams” are subject to the rules used for surface water.
• San Pedro not bound by safe-yield goals and policy related to 

provisions of the ground Water Management Act of 1980

• Only 5 areas in the state are AMA’s 



Gookin’s Myth

  “Arizona’s water myth is that people believe they can pump ground 
water without affecting surface water.” – 

– T. Allen J. Gookin,  Hydrologist

 This myth was created with case law in 1931 Maricopa County Water 
Conservation District Vs. Southwest Cotton

 Science has come a long way since the 1930’s





Ground Water Commons 

 Arizona ground water law treats groundwater as a common 
property resource which has no limits to entry despite its 
effects on surface discharges elsewhere in the basin



Conflict on the Upper San Pedro

 The BLM Acquired the Upper San Pedro in 1988 including over 40 
miles of River,  tributary stream and Springs

  Congress directed the Bureau to “Protect, Conserve and Enhance”  
riparian, fish and wildlife resources and more

 The growth of Sierra Vista and surrounding areas has increased the 
consumption of ground water



Conflict on the Upper San Pedro

 UA and ADWR used modeling to estimate the size and growth of  a 
cone of depression

• UA has alerted basin’s managers that the cone is poised to capture 
the San Pedro River’s surface flows

 Growing communities on the watershed that depend on ground water 
are at odds with the health of the San Pedro River.



Conflict on the Upper San Pedro
 For the local governments,   there was  a need  to address the problem

• Gila basin water rights adjudication is ongoing and may affect 
existing  water allocations in favor of  the  NCA

• Dark hydrologic assessments indicate a genuine need for resolution
• ESA  litigation pending  due to the Southwest Center for 

Biodiversity NOI

 Many groups in search of a solution to the conflict came and went over 
the next decade

 



Community Groups and Negotiations
 Conflict resolution was attempted using a community and technically 

based approach
 Commitment by the basin’s managers to maintain the river and its 

riparian area, as well as provide sufficient ground water for the 
residents

•  Federal, state and county governments and NGO’s were involved

 Technical challenge was to sustain the river’s surface flow, while 
continuing to draw water from the aquifer at a rate that was increasing 

steadily with community growth



Community Groups and Negotiations

 Hardin defines a technical solution as one that “requires a change only 
in the techniques of the natural sciences, demanding little or nothing in 
the way of change in human values or morality

 One of Hardin’s critical observations is that there are problems for 
which no technical solution exists.  Rather a solution will require a 
change in behavior, values and morality.  Typically this is done 
through coercion such as tax incentives, tax disincentives, and 
legislation of new laws, etc.



The Technical Review Committee (TRC)

 In 1989 the Technical Review Committee (TRC) 

• Chartered by Cochise County

• Mission -  to provide reliable scientific assessment of the water 
management implications of county plans and actions

 In only 2 years Cochise County circulated a Draft Upper San Pedro 
River Basin Management Act for state legislation



 Key Features of Act
 Water mgmt authority 

– plan for water 
augmentation (new 
sources)

– Establish irrigation 
permit/fee system

– Authority to approve new 
wells 

– Acquire and retire 
irrigation uses

– Coordinate use of effluent 
for recharge and other uses

– Establish conservation 
program to reduce 
consumption

 Development of a water  plan

– Establish long term 
water use objectives

– Accurately determine 
extent of water 
resources

– Identify new uses that 
were consistent with the 
plan



Fate of the TRC and the ACT

 Fate of the TRC and the Act

– The draft management act was never approved or rejected by 
the San Pedro Water Management Council.  

–  The TRC was not  re-chartered by the Cochise County 
commissioners the following year



Water Issues Group (WIG)

 1994 The Water Issues Group (WIG) 
• WIG was an attempt to gather major water users and 

water specialists in a scientifically focused, non-
political environment

• The central proposal was the establishment of the water 
management entity and the development of a water 
management plan that would establish goals, and 
analyze the measures from the lists above that were 
most effective and practical; proposals would be 
brought to the voters when appropriate



WIG Recommendations

• Permit/fee system 
administered by ADWR

• Impact fees for new 
development

• Special impact areas for 
conservation during periods 
of drought

• Monitoring of water use

• Special district created by 
voters to fund capital 
intensive projects such as 
recharge

• Recommendations to 
designate and protect areas 
of special concern

• Provide ongoing 
recommendations for 
management consistent 
with the WIG water 
management goals

• Transfer and reallocation 
of water rights consistent 
with management goals

• Cooperation and 
coordination with  Mexico



WIG Recommendations

 zoning to protect hydrologically 
important buffer area

 Formulas for building density 
and runoff

 Ordinances to promote storm 
water management

 Tax incentives to improve cover 
for better infiltration

 Establishment of progressive 
water rates

 Establishment of best 
management practices for water 
conservation

 Promote open space maintenance

 Zoning to promote cluster 
housing Requirements for use of 
effluent on golf courses

 Ordinances to promote gray 
water use

 Retirement of irrigated 
agricultural lands

 Establish safe yield by increasing 
recharge with effluent recharge

 Installation  of spreader dams in 
washes

 Contouring of construction sites



WIG Recommendations

 Infiltration trenches and cisterns 
on all buildings and parking lots

 Demonstration projects
 Establish conservation water rates
 Providing information through 

news media
 Acquisition of water companies 

by city
 Honor successful water savers
 Requirements for low flow 

plumbing
 Xeroscaping
 Phreatophyte non-expansion 

provisions

 Low use requirements for 
remaining agriculture 

 Pursue water importation 
opportunities such as CAP, 
interbasin transfers

 Improve groundcover through 
better watershed management, 
retention basins

 Weather modification
 Floodplain management to 

recharge flood water
 Reintroduction of beaver



Department of the Interior-Sponsored 
Water Rights Negotiations

 1994  Secretary of the Interior organized a water rights negotiation for 
any interested claimants in the San Pedro Sub-basin of the Gila River 
Adjudication 

 Key participants in both the WIG and the negotiation were the City of 
Sierra Vista, Cochise County, Fort Huachuca, BLM, The Nature 
Conservancy, and Bella Vista Water Company

 Water management plan would be developed that major water users in 
the Upper Basin would agree to

 Participating parties would then waive objections to each others water 
rights

 The whole package would be entered by decree into the adjudication



Department of the Interior-Sponsored 
Water Rights Negotiations

 Good progress was being made

• Gap still existed between the federal agencies and Sierra Vista 

• The WIG’s water management entity proposal was accepted

• A few modifications made it acceptable to the Arizona Department 
of Water Resources

• ADWR & BLM supported it when it was taken to a few key 
legislators



Fate of Negotiations
 A public meeting was scheduled for January, 1995, where the proposal 

was to be presented to the community.  

• Prior to the meeting a rural water users association organized 
resistance to the proposal

• The public demanded more voice in a plan that appeared to make 
the trade-off of increased regulation and rising water costs for 
protection of the NCA.  

• The proposal was treated so harshly at the meeting that legislative 
interest dissipated quickly



“Restructured” Department
 of the Interior-Sponsored 
Water Rights Negotiations

 1995, negotiators continued to meet through year
 Many concessions were made to the public
 The federal proposal was presented to the city, the county and the 

water companies in November, 1995
 A second public meeting was held in February, 1996
 Six months later the concerned public had not responded to the 

proposal
 Negotiation, once so promising, adjourned indefinitely



The Commission for Environmental 
Cooperation (CEC)

 In 1996, Southwest Center for Biological Diversity filed complaints 
against  Fort Huachuca and the City of Sierra Vista under a provision 
of NAFTA 
• A study of the issue by an expert team was ordered by the CEC
• Groundwater pumping threats were identified as:

• Irrigated agriculture
• New housing development 
• Possible future increase in pumping by the copper mine 

upstream in Cananea, Mexico

 CEC avoided the issue of future increased demand by the local 
communities, primarily Sierra Vista in their report



The Upper San Pedro Partnership 

 1998 the upper San Pedro Partnership started by the rural watershed 
initiative managed by the Arizona Department of Water Resources

 Funds were used to try to restart work on a water management plan for 
the basin 

 Most of the former WIG and negotiation parties got involved



The Upper San Pedro Partnership

 2000  Partnership investigations and major projects:

• Water augmentation projects using storm water 
recharge

• Infiltration studies to determine recharge efficiency 
• Conservation measures cost benefit study
• Intensive riparian evapotranspiration studies
• Studies to determine water necessary to support a 

healthy  riparian/aquatic ecosystem



The Upper San Pedro Partnership
 A number of measures to “Reduce Consumption” have 

been evaluated

 The top 10 conservation proposed alternatives could 
theoretically yield about 6400 acre-feet per year in savings 
• 7500 af overdraft has been estimated, more if you 

consider population growth 

 Nearly half of the estimated savings (~3200 af) come from 
effluent recharge



The greatest uncertainty:
Future growth and water demand

 The total  projected savings of the 10  highest ranked conservation 
options that best combine yield and likelihood of implementation 
almost accounts for the current deficit
• Some of the alternatives account for population and water use 

increase
– e.g. effluent recharge 

• 2000 census showed that the greater Sierra Vista area grew by 
10,000  (19%) people since the 1990 census.

• We can then assume a 19% increase in water use in the 10 years of 
negotiation

• It is likely that the safe-yield target is getting bigger
• Will  the area grow another 10-20% in the next 10 years ????



The Greatest Uncertainty:
Future Growth and Water Demand

 New uses are likely to increase future deficits faster than the annual savings 
of conservation and recharge even if agricultural reductions are achieved

 Present technology will be hard pressed to balance the water budget over the 
next 40 years based on in-basin conservation practices being considered by 
the Partnership

 Future technological advances could (?) change the outlook for a solution 
within the Upper Basin
• Weather modification
• Efficiency of effluent recharge could increase
• Storm water recharge could become widespread efficient

 Changes in the hydrologic cycle may also create unintended 
consequences in reduced peak flows that maintain 
geomorphological  processes and riparian forest



The Potential Contribution of Changing 
Attitudes and Behavior in New Institutions

 Partnership analyzed 58 conservation alternatives
 Many high-yield conservation alternatives were given  downgraded 

feasibility scores
 A good example is growth restrictions

• Its technical composite rank with emphasis on water yield and cost 
was No. 1 among all alternatives

• Its non-technical score based on more qualitative standards 
including institutional feasibility, ease of implementation and 
administration, indirect costs (user costs, legal costs, etc.), equity, 
and environmental impact ranked No. 49



The potential contribution of changing 
attitudes and behavior in new institutions

 Example 2 - moving wells to the adjacent Sulphur 
Springs Valley to the east

– Ranked No. 16 in yield and cost
– Tied for No. 49 in non-technical categories
– Basin is above safe-yield (has surplus)
– Implementation requires changes in law, and new 

approaches to the very real political risks associated 
with interbasin transfers



Conclusions
 Dependence on technical solutions creates the illusion that it is not 

necessary to address institutional problems of over consumption 
created by a liberal ground water code.

 Developing a new water management system to carefully manage 
development that is based on imported acre-feet is a challenge that a 
creative group could meet through alteration of existing institutions

• Institute growth limits
• Imported water from basin with agricultural base and surplus 

water
 Traditional, institutional  way of averting the looming tragedy to the 

upper San Pedro basin groundwater commons would depend on 
closing the commons with regulation or some other form of 
coercion, as described by Hardin



Conclusions
 An alternative solution also to be found in the development 

of new attitudes of residents toward their place in a larger 
ecosystem.
• Education is one of the most cost-effective alternatives in the Upper 

Basin
• Downside is it takes a long time

 As attitudes evolve, the San Pedro negotiations that have 
struggled in the past would be far more likely to produce 
the changes in legal and resource management institutions 
that will spread benefits widely among all the residents of 
the Upper San Pedro Basin



Conclusions

  If nothing is done surface water is becoming an endangered resource 
which can be effectively diverted by ground water withdrawals

  If surface water is going to be protected, then the current use of 
ground water will have to be curtailed to some degree in most of the 
larger basins in Arizona

 Furthermore growth targets will have to be established based on each 
basins water budget taking into account extended drought

 There is “no free lunch” through technology



Current Direction

 The latest efforts are concentrated in making the Upper San Pedro 
Partnership work with an emphasis on technically based short-term 
solutions

 
 Assumptions :

• There is time to develop the technology

• That technology can outpace consumption



How Long Does the River 
Have ????



Harden on the Status Quo and Action

 “Once we are aware that the status quo  is action, we can 
then compare its discoverable advantages and 
disadvantages with the predicted advantages and 
disadvantages of the proposed reform, discounting as best 
we can for our lack of experience.  On the basis of such a 
comparison, we can make a rational decision which will 
not involve the unworkable assumption that only perfect 
systems are tolerable.”



Word from the authors on
-perspective –

 This assessment is not intended to be a pessimistic 
rejection of the efforts towards a promising conservation 
plan for the upper basin but, rather, our analysis attempts 
to provide realistic consideration of the issues that will 
face the the BLM and the other basin management entities
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